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The strategic use of  technology in the 

classroom setting is being used as a key 

means to meet the needs of  all learners in a 

21st century classroom. 

Game based learning is gaining in popularity 

in classrooms throughout the United States. 

Reports show that when students are more 

engaged, they work harder, and they have a 

more genuine learning experience. 

(McGonigal, J.)  Programs that mix the power 

of  gaming  with the  acquisition of  content  

knowledge are changing pedagogical 

practices in the classroom. 

This capstone project began by taking a 

critical look at how  technology is being 

utilized in a classroom setting. Particularly, 

student motivation and learning outcomes as 

related to the i-Ready program. 

DRIVING QUESTION: How does the use 

of  a game based reading and math 

recovery program increase student 

reading and math performance within 

the game system? 

Sub Questions-What factors in a game 

based recovery program demotivate 

students’ performance?

This study looked at two fourth grade 

classes in an urban school. At this school, 

teachers were instructed to have students 

work on i-Ready for three hours each week. 

Most teachers averaged 60 minutes to 90 

minutes per week. The data was analyzed  

from teacher diagnostic information 

presented through i-ready. The data was 

then compared between the classes in the 

hope of  finding data that shows proof  that i-

Ready improves students academic 

performance. 

Case studies were gathered from teacher  

observations in fourth grade and second 

grade classrooms to assess barriers related 

to engagement and implementation. 

i-Ready results show a correlation between the 

amount of  time a students spent in the program 

(TOT) and their average scaled score. This 

indicates that the more time a students spends 

within the program, the closer they are  to grade 

level content mastery. 

During observations, it was apparent that 

students were becoming frustrated and were 

disengaged. A running record was kept to 

determine the issues surrounding the program. 

The record kept track of  how many times a 

student was caught clicking through the 

program to get to the games, got stuck on 

glitches, received unclear directions, and had 

questions related to content. 

Through teacher observations and case studies, 

a teachers presence makes an  impact on the  

program. Students who became frustrated with 

glitches or program expectations, needed 

immediate support and clarification. When no 

intervention occurred, with both the technology 

and content, students stopped trying and tended 

to click through to the games. Students who 

received support from teachers, or who worked 

one-on-one, performed better and made 

academic gains as was demonstrated in their 

scaled scores and through teacher 

observations.  

Teachers expressed the need to be able to adapt 

the schedule to accommodate different learning 

styles and student language ability. 

Implications

The purpose of  this study is to look at the 

implementation of  a specific learning program 

called i-ready and determine if  it promotes 

academic gains. Programs such as these claim to 

promote student engagement, and provide students 

with the  stepping stones needed for academic 

success. The programs ultimate goal is to help close 

achievement gaps. These programs feature direct 

instruction tutorials, guided practice with game 

elements, quizzes as well as game playing 

incentives. Hours of  instruction time are being 

devoted to these programs, so there must be 

research that proves it works, right?

Unfortunately, there is a dearth  of  research 

surrounding this area. There is a plethora of  

information about game based learning, but not 

comprehensive game based learning. These differ 

slightly in the delivery of  content,  their ultimate 

goal,  and gaming style.  Many comprehensive game 

based learning programs are aligned with Common 

Core standards. They  feature and teach all  

foundational and content skills starting at 

kindergarten. The programs test each student, 

places them at their unique level, and individualize 

lessons and remediation based on student 

performance.  

Quality research  as related to pedagogical 

practices,  in addition to engagement and outcome, 

needs to be done to guide teachers in the  effective 

implementation and use of  these programs.
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Research Question 1. How can we motivate 

our youth to make academic gains? 

Research Question 2. What are the barriers or 

factors that are demotivating students to use 

the I-Ready Program?

Research Question 3. What can we do to help 

students become more successful in using 

the program and help eliminate the factors 

that are demotivating them?

The i-Ready game based learning program 

showed positive results related to time on task 

and student performance. 

Teachers who took an active role in the 

program, and accommodated  different learning 

styles and student language abilities showed 

greater success in student engagement and 

outcomes. 

More research needs to be done on the 

interface of  pedagogical practice and the 

implementation of  game based learning 

modules. 

Larger sample sizes need to be studied to 

determine if  programs like I-Ready increase 

student performance in reading and math. 

Millions of  dollars and countless hours are being 

devoted to programs like these, we need to 

know if  they make a difference. 
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More information on this and related projects can 

be found by going to  www.learnovationlab.org or 

contacting Touro University at  www.tu.edu This project would not have been possibly without the 

help of  my beautiful cohort members and the 

wonderful instructors at Touro University. Thank you all 

so much for you support and guidance through this 

intense journey!
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